Wednesday, June 26th, 2019
2019 Mid-Season Yukon River Chinook Run Timing Forecast Update
The forecast and the test fishing catches in the Lower Yukon Test Fishery continue to drift
apart (Figure 1) as the run progresses and an update to the forecast based upon the
in-season catch data is in order.

Figure 1: Before the refit: Modeled (black line) and estimated (red line) cumulative
percent catch per unit effort (CPUE) prior to the refitting process shows the
mis-match between the two curves.
As discussed earlier this year in the pre-season forecast, years such as this one with low
spring sea ice cover are typically associated with less precise timing forecasts. The model
underlying the forecast [1] is based upon the theory that sea ice and wind-driven mixing off
the delta play large role in controlling the entrance of fish into the river. 2019’s spring sea
ice was the lowest on record and wind speeds at Emmonak have been relatively low at
times during June.
This refitting process is a statistical and graphical process that aims to find the most likely
run timing forecast given the in-season data collected up to a certain date. It’s based upon
two things: (1) the fit between the modeled and estimated cumulative catch per unit effort
(CPUE) (Figure 1) and (2) the stability of the final CPUE estimate. The refitting process
yielded a new 50% date of June 21 (Table 1).
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Table 1: Dates of forecasted percent total CPUE before the refit (Old Dates) and
after (New Dates) shows new forecast dates of June 15 (15%), June 17 (25%), and
June 21 (50%).
Percent Total CPUE

Old Dates (June)

New Dates (June)

15%

11

15

25%

14

17

50%

18

21

The refit forecast matches the inseason test fishing data much better than before (Figure
2). Altogether, this year’s timing forecasting effort is shaping up pretty similar to last year,
which also had a warm spring and low ice cover and also required a refit in the middle of
the run.

Figure 2: After the refit: Modeled (black line) and estimated (red line) cumulative
percent catch per unit effort (CPUE) after the refitting process shows a close
correspondence between the two curves.
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